Impact of periodic intermediary flows on submarine melting of a Greenland glacier
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Abstract The submarine melting of a vertical glacier front, induced by an intermediary circulation forced by periodic density variations at the mouth of a fjord, is investigated using a nonhydrostatic ocean general circulation model and idealized laboratory experiments. The idealized configurations broadly match that of Sermilik Fjord, southeast Greenland, a largely two layers system characterized by strong seasonal variability of subglacial discharge. Consistent with observations, the numerical results suggest that the intermediary circulation is an effective mechanism for the advection of shelf anomalies inside the fjord. In the numerical simulations, the advection mechanism is a density intrusion with a velocity which is an order of magnitude larger than the velocities associated with a glacier-driven circulation. In summer, submarine melting is mostly influenced by the discharge of surface runoff at the base of the glacier and the intermediary circulation induces small changes in submarine melting. In winter, on the other hand, submarine melting depends only on the water properties and velocity distribution at the glacier front. Hence, the properties of the waters advected by the intermediary circulation to the glacier front are found to be the primary control of the submarine melting. When the density of the intrusion is intermediate between those found in the fjord’s two layers, there is a significant reduction in submarine melting. On the other hand, when the density is close to that of the bottom layer, only a slight reduction in submarine melting is observed. The numerical results compare favorably to idealized laboratory experiments with a similar setup.

1. Introduction

Greenland Ice Sheet mass loss provides a freshwater input to the oceans [Bamber et al., 2012] which, at present, accounts for one quarter of global sea level rise [Shepherd et al., 2012]. The acceleration and retreat of marine-terminating glaciers over the last decade [Stearns and Hamilton, 2007; Howat et al., 2007, 2008] are responsible for about half of this loss [Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006; van den Broeke et al., 2009] and evidence suggests that the ocean plays a crucial role [Vieli and Nick, 2011; Straneo et al., 2013; Straneo and Heimbach, 2013]. One of the proposed chain of events used to explain outlet glacier’s retreat starts with subsurface warming of waters around Greenland, leading to increased submarine melting that ultimately impacts glacier stability (i.e., thinning, ungrounding, increased calving, and terminus retreat) [Holland et al., 2008; Vieli and Nick, 2011; Straneo et al., 2013; O’Leary and Christoffersen, 2013]. To improve our understanding of past Greenland outlet glacier variability and its future evolution, submarine melting and its controlling processes and parameters need to be better understood. However, this problem poses challenges both from an observational and modeling point of view.

In Greenland, tidewater glaciers terminate in deep narrow fjords that act as conduits between the glaciers and the continental shelf waters [Straneo et al., 2012]. The buoyancy-driven circulation generated by the glacier through the discharge of surface runoff at depth [Chu et al., 2009; Das et al., 2008] and submarine melting influences the near-glacier dynamics [see Straneo and Cenedese, 2014, for a review]. When the glacier (buoyancy)-driven circulation is the dominant circulation in the fjord, the heat transport to the glacier, responsible for its submarine melting, is expected to be in the form of an estuarine-like circulation [Rignot et al., 2010; Motyka et al., 2011], similar to that of Alaskan tidewater glaciers [Motyka et al., 2003, 2013].

At the glacier front, a buoyant plume composed of glacial meltwater and entrained ambient waters develops. The plume is forced by two distinct glacial meltwaters: subglacial discharge and submarine melting.
Herein, by subglacial discharge we refer to the fraction of surface glacier melting that is discharged at its base, and by submarine melting the melting of the glacier’s front immersed in water. In the presence of only one ambient water mass, the plume, lighter than the ambient water, rises vertically near the glacier front and feeds a thin fast current of freshwater moving away from the glacier at the ocean’s free surface. Entrainment in the buoyant plume generates a thick slow flow of ambient waters at depth moving toward the glacier. When two or more water masses are present [Azetsu-Scott and Tan, 1997; Holland et al., 2008; Straneo et al., 2010, 2012], the rising buoyant plume can move away from the glacier at the free surface and/or at an intermediate depth, depending of the plume’s buoyancy forcing [Sciascia et al., 2013]. Observations [Straneo et al., 2011], laboratory experiments [Huppert and Josberger, 1980], and numerical simulations [Sciascia et al., 2013] have shown that the presence of multiple water masses in the fjord can result in this more complex “multiple cells” circulation. This glacier-driven circulation and the dynamics at the ice-ocean interface have been explored using both one-dimensional models based on the theory of buoyant plumes [Hellmer and Olbers, 1989; Jenkins, 1991, 2011], and more complex high-resolution ocean general circulation models [Xu et al., 2012; Sciascia et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2013].

However, the glacier-driven circulation may not be the only relevant mode of the fjord circulation [Straneo and Cenedese, 2014]. Data from two major Greenland glacial fjords, where Helheim and Kangerdlugssuaq Glaciers terminate, indicate that shelf driven flows, known as intermediary flows, may play a major role in fjord dynamics [Straneo et al., 2010; Sutherland and Straneo, 2012; Jackson et al., 2014]. In these two fjords, intermediary flows are found to be driven mainly by the halocline displacement at the mouth of the fjord due to the intense alongshore (e.g., Northeasterly) wind events [Jackson et al., 2014] observed throughout the year, but more frequently [Moore and Renfrew, 2005] during winter. Although upwelling/downwelling wind events are one of the most common forcing of intermediary flows, the definition given by Stigebrandt [1990] states that any density variations on the continental shelf, near the mouth of the fjord, can induce a horizontal pressure gradient in the fjord which, in turn, drives a baroclinic intermediary circulation. Thus, it can be assumed that a range of different forcings external to the fjord/glacier system (e.g., tides, coastally trapped currents, shelf winds, eddies) can generate density variations at the mouth of the fjord.

Klinck et al. [1981] explored the role of along and across-fjord wind events on fjord circulation. The geostrophic alongshore currents, generated by alongshore shelf winds, control the free surface and the halocline depth variation at the mouth of the fjord, and as a result, strongly affect the circulation in the fjord.

For example, by depressing the halocline at the mouth of the fjord and the consequent rising of the free surface, the Northeasterly wind events will drive in the fjord a baroclinic outflow (i.e., toward the fjord’s mouth) of waters at depth and an inflow (i.e., toward the glacier front) of waters in the upper layer. When the wind ceases, the continental shelf will return to its prewind state and the fjord will reverse its circulation. It is worth noting that the described mechanism is a purely baroclinic flow, and the free surface slope is a consequence of the halocline depth variation Klinck et al. [1981]. Arneborg [2004] investigated the influence of a new water mass generating an intermediary circulation and intruding into the fjord in the intermediate layer. Inside the fjord, in the first half cycle, the rising of the halocline is due to an inflow of relatively warm salty water below the halocline, and a corresponding outflow of surface water. In the second half cycle, the halocline descends and the water below the halocline moves out of the fjord, and new water enters the fjord into the upper layer.

The intermediary circulation generates an exchange flow with the shelf and is responsible for the renewal of waters inside the fjord. The advection of waters from the shelf to the upper fjord occurs at a much faster rate than for a glacier-driven circulation. There is evidence that intermediary circulations are an important mode of circulation and affect the heat transport to the glacier for at least some fjords in Greenland [Jackson et al., 2014]. However, their impact on the buoyant plume and the associated submarine melting has not been previously studied. Assessing, from field observations, the relative impact of different circulations, e.g., glacier-driven and intermediary, on submarine melting can be a challenging task.

Here we investigate the impact of periodic density variations at the mouth of the fjord on the submarine melting and the fjord’s dynamics using idealized laboratory experiments and a two-dimensional (2-D), high-resolution, nonhydrostatic ocean general circulation model (GCM) with a thermodynamical melt rate parameterization of the vertical glacier front. The numerical model configuration consists of an idealized
version of the Sermilik Fjord/ Helheim Glacier system in southeast Greenland. Observations provide the initial and boundary conditions for the temperature and salinity of fjord. In this study, we focus solely on intermediary circulations driven by periodic density variations at the mouth of the fjord. It should be noted that this kind of intermediary circulation is different from that forced by a periodic halocline displacement at the mouth of the fjord driven by upwelling/downwelling wind events. The latter advects waters into the fjord that have properties identical to either the top or bottom layers, while the intermediary circulation investigated in this study advects waters that have properties (e.g., temperature \( T \) and salinity \( S \)) that are in between those found in the top and bottom layers. In particular, this study focuses on two types of forcing achieved through two different density variations. First, we focus on a sinusoidal variation of \( T \) and \( S \) at the mouth of the fjord that produces an intrusion with averaged properties intermediate between those found in the two layers (sinusoidal forcing). Second, we investigate a top-hat variation of \( T \) and \( S \) that produces intrusions with properties that are close to those of the bottom layer (top-hat forcing). We stress that the problem addressed here does not focus on the advection of property anomalies that do not fall in between those found in the top and bottom layers. For example, the advection of waters with temperature warmer/colder than those found in the fjord could affect submarine melting in a different way than simulated in this study. The results of the present study are therefore relevant to that class of periodic intermediary circulations which advect waters into the fjord with properties (e.g., temperature) intermediate between those found in the fjord. Both summer and winter conditions are investigated using the numerical model, and only winter conditions using the laboratory experiments.

The numerical model and laboratory configurations are described in sections 2 and 3, respectively. The intermediary circulation is discussed in section 4. The main numerical findings for the sinusoidal forcing are presented in section 5. Sections 6 and 7 illustrate the results of the laboratory experiments and numerical simulations, respectively, for the top-hat forcing. Summary and conclusions are drawn in the final section.

2. Numerical Model Setup

To investigate the impact of a periodically forced intermediary circulation on submarine melting and the fjord’s dynamics, we use the same model setup as Sciascia et al. [2013] and apply different boundary conditions at the fjord’s mouth. We consider a high-resolution nonhydrostatic 2-D setup (Figure 1) of the ocean general circulation model MITgcm (http://mitgcm.org) [Marshall et al., 1997a, 1997b; Adcroft et al., 2004] with a melt rate parameterization at the vertical glacier front. Previous simulations [Sciascia et al., 2013] have shown that three-dimensional (3-D) simulations are dynamically equivalent to 2-D simulations provided that the forcing applied (e.g., subglacial discharge) is 2-D. Hence, we have chosen a 2-D setup with a reduced computational cost to enable a large number of simulations. The configuration is chosen to broadly match the properties of Helheim Glacier and Sermilik Fjord, one of the major fjord/glacier systems in southeast Greenland (66°N, 38°W) [Straneo et al., 2010]. The real fjord is about 100 km long, 6 km wide, and with a depth varying from 900 m at the mouth to 600 m at the glacier front [Schjøtt et al., 2012]. Two
additional tidewater glaciers contribute to the total freshwater flux of Sermilik Fjord. However, their contribution is small compared to that of Helheim Glacier. Moreover, the simplified 2-D setup does not allow to capture the complex circulation patterns resulting from multiple tidewater glaciers. Hence, in this study, we consider only the Helheim Glacier/Sermilik Fjord system. The Rossby radius of the deformation and fjord’s width are approximately equal. Hence, we expect rotational effect to be small and changes in water properties to occur mostly in the along-fjord direction [Straneo et al., 2010; Sutherland et al., 2014].

We represent the terminus of Helheim Glacier as a $H_T = 600$ m vertical wall, and Sermilik Fjord as a two-dimensional $L_T = 120$ km long and 600 m deep fjord with a 10 m uniform vertical resolution and a telescopic horizontal resolution going from 10 m at the glacier front to 500 m at the mouth of the fjord. The resolution in the $y$ direction ($\Delta y$) is one grid cell of 10 m. Subgrid processes are parameterized by a Laplacian eddy diffusion of temperature ($k_T$), salinity ($K_S$), and momentum ($v$) with grid-rescaled constant coefficients. For the processes considered here, turbulence dominates diffusive and viscous processes. Hence, $k = k_T = K_S$ and $v$ are of the same order of magnitude and the horizontal Prandtl number, $Pr$, is equal to one. As discussed in detail by Sciascia et al. [2013], the magnitude of the diffusive and viscous coefficients is chosen to correctly represent the entrainment processes within the buoyant plume that are not resolved at the current grid spacing. A list of the parameters used in the simulations is given in Table 1. The boundary conditions of the model are free surface at the top, no-slip rigid boundaries at the bottom and on the left side of the domain (i.e., glacier front). A sponge layer at the open boundary on the right side of the domain is used to impose the periodic density variation at the fjord’s mouth (see section 2.2, for details). The melt rate parameterization of the ice front is based on the three-equation model [Hellmer and Olbers, 1989; Holland and Jenkins, 1999] with velocity-dependent turbulent transfer coefficients. This parameterization has been previously used in the MITgcm to model submarine ice shelf melting in Antarctica [Losch, 2008; Heimbach and Losch, 2012; Schodlok et al., 2012; Dansereau et al., 2013], and to evaluate submarine melting in Greenland tidewater glaciers [Xu et al., 2012; Sciascia et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2013].

### 2.1. Initial Conditions—Seasonal Variability

We consider two seasonally variable initial conditions. As argued in recent studies, one of the largest seasonals controls on the fjord’s circulation and submarine melting is subglacial discharge ($Q_{sg}$) [Motyka et al., 2003; Jenkins, 2011; Xu et al., 2012; Sciascia et al., 2013]. In summer, a fraction of the surface runoff reaches the bed of Greenland’s glaciers and is discharged at depth into the fjord [Andreasen, 1985; Zwally et al., 2002; Catania et al., 2008; Das et al., 2008]. Geothermal melting and frictional melting at the base of the glacier are present throughout the year but are a small fraction (~8%) of the total subglacial discharge [Mernild et al., 2010]. Sciascia et al. [2013] showed that for small values of subglacial discharge the leading order dynamics is similar to that observed in the absence of a subglacial discharge forcing. Thus, we consider a winter regime without subglacial discharge and a summer regime in which the subglacial discharge is confined to the bottom of the domain.

We use the same method as Sciascia et al. [2013] to obtain 2-D rescaled subglacial discharge rates from the Andersen et al. [2010] summer estimate of $Q_{sg}^* = 174 \text{ m}^3 \text{ s}^{-1}$. We infer a summer regime with $Q_{sg} = 4.35 \text{ m}^3 \text{ s}^{-1}$ equivalent to a subglacial discharge $Q_{sg}^*$ occurring not from the entire width of the glacier but from a single opening 400 m wide and 20 m high (i.e., $Q_{sg} = Q_{sg}^* / A$, where $A^* = 400 \times 20 \text{ m}^2$ and $A = 10 \times 20 \text{ m}^2$ are the real and modeled area where the subglacial discharge enters the fjord).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>$Q_{sg}$ ($\text{m}^3 \text{ s}^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$t_{IC}$ (d)</th>
<th>$\eta$ (m)</th>
<th>$\tau$ (m yr$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WIN</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUM</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>738</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>+50</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WINup</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>+50</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WINu50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–50</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WINd50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–50</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMup</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>+50</td>
<td>783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMu50</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>+50</td>
<td>783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMd50</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–50</td>
<td>716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMdw</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>1–10</td>
<td>+50</td>
<td>716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WINh</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>(1.5–26)</td>
<td>+10</td>
<td>55–58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Horizontal viscosity $\nu = 2.5 \times 10^{-1} \text{m}^2 \text{s}^{-1}$, vertical viscosity $\nu = 10^{-2} \text{m}^2 \text{s}^{-1}$, horizontal diffusivity $k_T = 2.5 \times 10^{-1} \text{m}^2 \text{s}^{-1}$, vertical diffusivity $k_S = 2 \times 10^{-3} \text{m}^2 \text{s}^{-1}$, $\Delta z = \Delta y = 10$ m and $\Delta t = 5$ s, PW temperature $T_1 = -1.5$ C, AW temperature $T_2 = 4$ C, PW salinity $S_1 = 32.9$ psu, AW salinity $S_2 = 34.6$ psu, PW thickness $H_1 = 150$ m, AW thickness $H_2 = 450$ m, (see section 2.3 for details). See Sciascia et al. [2013] for a complete description of the simulations WIN and SUM.
subglacial discharge is at the freezing temperature for the given depth, with zero salinity, and with the initial horizontal velocity computed from the total discharge $u_{Qg} = Q_{sg}/A$.

In both seasons, we neglect the ice mélange. The highly simplified nature of the 2-D numerical model is not appropriate to explore the role of ice mélange on fjord dynamics and submarine melting. Ice mélange has a 3-D spatial distribution and it is highly sensitive to atmospheric forcing, i.e., winds. Hence, a more realistic 3-D setup would be required.

Water properties inside Sermilik Fjord also vary seasonally. Hydrographic surveys [Straneo et al., 2010, 2011] have shown that Sermilik Fjord is filled with two water masses: cold and fresh Polar Water (PW) overlaying warm and salty Atlantic Water (AW).

Winter profiles show a two-layer stratification of temperature and salinity, whereas in summer the stratification is more complex [Straneo et al., 2011]. The differences in summer/winter water properties influence the submarine melting, but their effect is secondary compared to the presence/absence of subglacial discharge. Simulations with subglacial discharge using winter or summer water properties have shown the same leading order dynamics [Sciascia et al., 2013]. For simplicity, we initialize the model in both seasons with a winter idealized two-layer stratification in which the temperature and salinity of each layer are equal to the averaged winter observations in each layer and with the interface between the two layers located at 150 m (Table 1).

### 2.2. Boundary Conditions—Periodic Density Variation

To model the horizontal pressure gradient generated by a density variation at the mouth of the fjord and the induced baroclinic intermediary circulation, we consider two different boundary condition scenarios, sinusoidal and top-hat forcings (Figure 2), applied within a sponge layer, of width $L_2$, at the mouth of the fjord. The density variation is applied in a forcing volume $V_g = L_2 \times \eta \times \Delta y$ (light gray region in Figures 1b and 1c). The black solid line represents an upward sinusoidal forcing, the black-dashed line a downward sinusoidal forcing, and the gray line an upward top-hat forcing.

Winter profiles show a two-layer stratification of temperature and salinity, whereas in summer the stratification is more complex [Straneo et al., 2011]. The differences in summer/winter water properties influence the submarine melting, but their effect is secondary compared to the presence/absence of subglacial discharge. Simulations with subglacial discharge using winter or summer water properties have shown the same leading order dynamics [Sciascia et al., 2013]. For simplicity, we initialize the model in both seasons with a winter idealized two-layer stratification in which the temperature and salinity of each layer are equal to the averaged winter observations in each layer and with the interface between the two layers located at 150 m (Table 1).

The two scenarios described above represent different possible external forcings on the continental shelf. While in the sinusoidal scenario, the averaged properties at the mouth of the fjord are intermediate between those of the PW and AW, in the top-hat scenario the averaged properties are similar to those of
the bottom AW. We assume that these density variations at the mouth of the fjord are due to changes originating outside the fjord. The mechanisms that may cause these density variations upstream of the fjord are not the focus of this study, but possible mechanisms include shear mixing, strong wind events, and eddies. Although the production of a new water mass with properties in between those of the AW and PW has not been observed yet at the mouth of Sermilik Fjord, the above seem plausible mechanisms for the generation of a density variation upstream of the fjord.

In both scenarios, the boundary conditions at the mouth of the fjord are defined independently of the flow inside the fjord (see section 4). As noted by Klinck et al. [1981], this is an ill-posed problem since the density variation at the mouth of the fjord cannot be specified consistently with the flow inside the fjord. Nevertheless, we assume that the above configurations are good approximations of the intermediary circulation induced in the fjord by a density variation at the fjord’s mouth.

### 2.3. Model Simulations

We conducted a series of simulations to investigate the effects of a periodically forced intermediary circulation on submarine melting and fjord dynamics for winter and summer conditions. The simulations are briefly described here and summarized in Table 1.

**Intermediary Circulation Simulation—IC.** We explore the effect of a sinusoidal density variation at the fjord’s mouth on fjord circulation. We consider an upward sinusoidal forcing with a 2 days forcing time, \( \eta = +50 \text{ m}, \) and the idealized fjord geometry, but without a thermodynamically active glacier front.

**Sensitivity to Upward Sinusoidal Forcing—WINup and SUMup.** We explore, for winter (WINup) and summer (SUMup) conditions, the effects of upward sinusoidal density variations (Figure 2, black solid line). At the fjord’s mouth (\( L_0 \)), we force a volume \( V_c \) (Figure 1c), where \( \eta \) ranges from \( +10 \) to \( +90 \text{ m}, \) with \( 20 \text{ m} \) increments. For each simulation, we also vary the forcing time \( t_f \) from 1 to 10 days (1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 days).

We consider, as reference simulations, a winter (WIN2u50) and summer (SUM2u50) configuration, with \( \eta = +50 \text{ m} \) and \( t_f = 2 \text{ days} \).

**Sensitivity to Downward Sinusoidal Forcing—WINdw and SUMdw.** Same as WINup and SUMup, but for downward sinusoidal density variations (Figures 1b and 2, black-dashed line).

**Sensitivity to Upward Top-Hat Forcing—WINth.** We explore, for winter conditions, the effects of a top-hat forcing (Figure 2, gray line) with \( \eta = +10 \text{ m} \) and a variable \( t_f \) from 1.5 to 26 days.

**Winter Simulation—WIN.** This simulation, also carried out in Sciascia et al. [2013], is used as a control simulation for the winter condition. The fjord has winter water properties and no subglacial discharge.

**Summer Simulation—SUM.** This simulation with winter water properties and a steady subglacial discharge \( Q_{sg} = 4.3 \text{ m}^3 \text{ s}^{-1} \) is used as a control simulation for the summer condition [see Sciascia et al., 2013, for a detailed description].

The simulations are compared in terms of simulated hydrographic properties, velocity fields, submarine melting at a given depth, \( smr(z) \) (m yr\(^{-1}\)), and the vertically averaged submarine melting defined as \( \bar{smr} = \frac{1}{H} \int_{-H}^{0} smr(z)dz \) (m yr\(^{-1}\)). Note that this definition averages the submarine melting over the entire water column depth.

To estimate the time-mean of the vertically averaged submarine melting (\( \bar{smr} \)), we average the time series over the maximum number of complete periods of variability.

### 3. Laboratory Experiments Setup

The laboratory experiments are conducted in a rectangular tank, 150 cm long, 15 cm wide, and 30 cm deep (Figure 3). The tank is insulated using triple paneled glass filled with argon. It is located in a cold room with temperature \( T_{air} \) that is kept approximately constant during each experiment and varies between 2.9 and 3.9 °C for the different experiments. A two-layer stratification is produced by first adding a bottom layer of depth \( H_f = 18 \text{ cm} \) of warmer, \( T_f \approx 3 \text{ °C}, \) saltier, \( S_f \approx 34 \text{ psu}, \) water. Yellow food dye is added to the bottom layer. When the bottom layer comes to rest, cooler, \( T_f \approx 0.5 \text{ °C}, \) fresher, \( S_f \approx 32 \text{ psu}, \) water is added from a reservoir through a float (in order to minimize mixing at the interface between the two layers) to form a second layer of depth \( H_f = 5 \text{ cm}. \) The total water depth in the tank is \( H_f = 23 \text{ cm}. \) Temperatures, salinities, and
The laboratory experiments are conducted in a tank with dimensions that are comparable to those used in the numerical simulations. The time of the laboratory experiments is comparable to that used in the numerical simulations. Although the laboratory experiments investigate a larger range of values of this parameter, the forced intermittent circulation is generated by the periodic vertical displacement of a solid block located at one end of the tank (Figure 3). The temperature of the ice at the beginning of the experiment is $T_{ice} \approx -25^\circ C$ and within approximately 1 h from positioning the ice block in the tank it reaches a constant value $T_{ice} \approx -1.6^\circ C$. After positioning the ice block in the tank, the total water depth is $H_T = 24.64$ cm, and the bottom and top layer depths are $H_b = 19.28$ cm and $H_t = 5.36$ cm, respectively. A digital camera is used to take digital pictures of the ice front position every 5 min. By analyzing these pictures, the time evolution of the submarine melting is estimated at different depths. The ice block face in contact with the water melts approximately in a 2-D fashion, however, the digital pictures revealed a slight inhomogeneity of the submarine melting in the $y$ direction. Hence, the submarine melting is estimated as the mean between its maximum and minimum value for any given experiment, and the maximum and minimum values represent the error bars of the estimate. In order to compare the laboratory parameters with the numerical parameters and those observed in nature, we nondimensionalize depth using $H_s$, and time using $t_q = \frac{2L_T}{U_g}$, where $U_g$ and $L_T$ are the gravity wave velocity (section 4) and length of the domain, respectively. Nondimensional variables will be indicated with an asterisk.

The intermediary circulation is generated by the periodic vertical displacement of a solid block ($L_b = 15$ cm, $W_b = 15$ cm, $H_b = 15$ cm) at the end of the tank opposite from the ice (Figure 3). At the beginning of the experiment, the upper face of the solid block is positioned just below the free surface (Figure 3a, solid square) and consequently the lower face of the solid block is approximately 10 cm below the interface between the two layers. This configuration is chosen to minimize the mixing between the two layers that would occur if the solid block crosses the free surface or the interface between the two layers. During the experiment, the solid block moves first downward of 9 cm, i.e., from its initial position to a position in which it is completely immersed in the lower layer (Figure 3a, dashed square) and hence it moves a volume of water in the lower layer equal to $V' = 9 \times 15 \times 15$ cm$^3$. The vertical displacement of the solid block toward the bottom of the tank causes a horizontal displacement of the bottom layer toward the ice block and a consequent horizontal displacement of the top layer away from the ice block. By moving the solid block toward the top of the tank, an opposite circulation arises, i.e., the bottom (top) layer moves horizontally away from (toward) the ice block. The intensity of the circulation is proportional to the water mass displaced, i.e., the solid block volume, and to the vertical velocity of the solid block. This velocity is kept constant at approximately $v_0 = 0.23$ cm s$^{-1}$ and its magnitude cannot be increased without mixing considerably the two layers.

The time separating two consecutive movements of the solid block is defined as $t_B$ and, similarly to the numerical simulations with a top-hat forcing, is the sum of the ramp-up time $t_{RU}$ and $t_f$ (Figure 2, gray line). During the consecutive movement, the solid block returns to its initial position with its upper face positioned just below the free surface. The values of $t_B$ for each experiment are listed in Table 2 and range between 0.4 $\leq t_B/t_f \leq$ 14, while for the top-hat numerical simulations $t_B/t_f$ varies between 0.5 and 9. The values of $t_B$ for the numerical simulations and the laboratory experiments are 65.6 h and 104 s, respectively. Although the laboratory experiments investigate a larger range of values of this parameter, the forcing time of the laboratory experiments is comparable to that used in the numerical simulations.

The values of $C_20$ are estimated as the mean between its maximum and minimum value for any given experiment, and the maximum and minimum values represent the error bars of the estimate. In order to compare the laboratory parameters with the numerical parameters and those observed in nature, we nondimensionalize depth using $H_s$, and time using $t_q = \frac{2L_T}{U_g}$, where $U_g$ and $L_T$ are the gravity wave velocity (section 4) and length of the domain, respectively. Nondimensional variables will be indicated with an asterisk.
and 0.6 and three experiments for between two consecutive vertical profiles is defined as front. A motor is programmed to move the probes and acquire vertical profiles in the tank, the time interval. Four temperature and conductivity probes are located at 2, 30, 60, and 90 cm, respectively, from the ice ing that the submarine melting evaluated at this depth is not influenced by the glacially modified waters.

min, the glacially modified water, slowly filling the tank, is located well above 5 cm above the bottom ensur-

of the evolution in time of the horizontal velocity at different depths. The upward sinusoidal density variation in the volume \( V_B \) (\( \eta = +50 \text{ m} \)) at the mouth of the fjord induces a horizontal pressure difference between the fjord interior and the mouth with the consequent onset of an intermediary circulation \cite{Stigebrandt, 1990}. Two types of flow are established inside the fjord. The first is a gravity wave generated at the interface between the PW and AW layers. Its traveling speed can be estimated following Benjamin \cite{1968}:

### Table 2. Value of Dimensional Parameters Used in Each Experiment (see Section 3 for Details)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>( t_B ) (min)</th>
<th>( S_1 ) (psu)</th>
<th>( T_1 ) (°C)</th>
<th>( S_2 ) (psu)</th>
<th>( T_2 ) (°C)</th>
<th>( T_{air} ) (°C)</th>
<th>( t_{CT} ) (min)</th>
<th>( \overline{smr} ) (cm min(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>24.00</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.0044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.0049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>0.0042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.0049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>0.0055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>0.0046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>0.0046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>0.0043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( H_1 \) and 5.36 cm, \( H_2 \) = 19.28 cm with the exception of experimen-

A limitation of this experimental set up is the fact that the boundary conditions on temperature and salinity at the mouth of the fjord (i.e., near the solid block) cannot be kept constant. In other words, the waters in the two layers cannot be replenished and the glacially modified water slowly fills up the entire tank. However, the submarine melting is evaluated within the first 240 min of the experiment and we consider solely the submarine melting at 5 cm above the bottom, i.e., \( smr_5 = smr (z = 5 \text{ cm}) \) (cm min\(^{-1}\)). Within the first 240 min, the glacially modified water, slowly filling the tank, is located well above 5 cm above the bottom ensur-
ging that the submarine melting evaluated at this depth is not influenced by the glacially modified waters. When the submarine melting is not presented as a function of time, a 240 min averaging window is used.

Four temperature and conductivity probes are located at 2, 30, 60, and 90 cm, respectively, from the ice front. A motor is programmed to move the probes and acquire vertical profiles in the tank, the time interval. Between two consecutive vertical profiles is defined as \( t_{CT} \), and the values for each experiment are listed in Table 2. Measurements are taken only during the downward movement of the probes, which takes approximately 22 s, and the vertical spacing of the measurements is 0.1 cm. After the measurements are taken, the probes return to their resting position above the free surface. After the two-layer stratification is established and before the ice block is introduced in the tank, a vertical profile is acquired and used to calculate temperature anomalies. A measure of the horizontal velocity is obtained by dropping potassium permanganate crystals approximately 30 cm from the ice front. Digital movies of the purple streaks left behind the crystals are taken, in the vertical plane orthogonal to the horizontal motion, approximately 1 h after the experiment starts and for 10–20 min depending on the experiment. The analysis of the digital movies gives a measure of the evolution in time of the horizontal velocity at different depths.

Given the complexity of the experimental apparatus and measurements taken, the laboratory experiments investigate the influence of intermediary circulation on submarine melting only for winter conditions, i.e., in the absence of subglacial discharge. A total of 14 experiments with eight different values of \( t_3 \) are con-
ducted, including a reference experiment with no forcing. Two experiments are conducted for \( t_3 = 3.5, 1.0 \), and 0.6 and three experiments for \( t_3 = 0.4 \).

### 4. Model Results: Intermediary Circulation (IC)

The upward sinusoidal density variation in the volume \( V_B \) (\( \eta = +50 \text{ m} \)) at the mouth of the fjord induces a horizontal pressure difference between the fjord interior and the mouth with the consequent onset of an intermediary circulation \cite{Stigebrandt, 1990}. Two types of flow are established inside the fjord. The first is a gravity wave generated at the interface between the PW and AW layers. Its traveling speed can be estimated following Benjamin \cite{1968}:

\[
\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{g}{H_2} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \left( \frac{\Delta \rho}{\rho} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \left( \frac{H_1}{H_2} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \text{m} \text{sec}^{-1}
\]
where $g' = g(\rho_2 - \rho_1)/\rho_0$ is the reduced gravity and $\rho_0$ is a reference density. Equation (1) is valid if the velocities in the two layers are much smaller than the gravity wave speed, which is usually the case in the numerical simulations. This is the fastest velocity scale in the fjord with $U_g = 1 m s^{-1}$. The arrival time of the gravity wave at the glacier front is $t_g = L_f/U_g = 32.8 h$. The gravity wave does not significantly alter the near glacier dynamics and induces a very small variability in the water properties near the glacier front (Figure 4, blue-dashed lines, not visible with this scale).

In addition to the gravity wave, the density variation in the volume $V_g$ at the mouth of the fjord generates a new water mass that propagates within the fjord as a density intrusion located mainly above the PW/AW interface. We assume that the averaged density of this intrusion is intermediate between the PW and AW densities, i.e., $\rho_i = (\rho_2 + \rho_1)/2$, with a reduced gravity compared to the PW layer of $g_i' = g(\rho_i - \rho_1)/\rho_0$, and that the velocities of the waters above and below the intrusion are zero. Hence, the speed of this intrusion can be estimated considering that the density structure is symmetric around an imaginary line passing through the middle of the intrusion and then considering the intrusion of depth $H_f = 50 m$ as a gravity current propagating into the PW layer. The speed of this gravity current is [Benjamin, 1968]:

$$U_i = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \sqrt{g_i' H_f}. \tag{2}$$

This velocity is smaller than the gravity wave speed, $U_i = 0.24 m s^{-1}$, and the arrival time of the intrusion ($t_i$) at the glacier front is given by $t_i = L_f/U_i = 138.8 h$. The arrival time of the gravity wave ($t_g/2$) and intrusion ($t_i$) in the model are in good agreement with the theoretical arrival times estimated from equations (1) and (2) (Figure 4, gray lines). It is important to note that since the first baroclinic mode wave speed is larger ($\approx 1 m s^{-1}$) than the intrusion speed ($\approx 0.24 m s^{-1}$ for $\eta = 50 m$), it should be responsible for the higher frequency variability observed inside the fjord. However, we expect the new water mass to be advected by the flow at the slower, intrusion speed. Hence, the larger influence of the intermediary circulation should be observed near the glacier after a time $t_i$.

Figure 4. Winter intermediary circulation: (1) submarine melting at the glacier front, and (2) temperature, (3) vertical, and (4) horizontal velocity in the buoyant plume as a function of time for different depths: (a) 100 m (PW), (b) 200 m (AW), (c) 500 m (AW). Blue-dashed lines represent the IC model simulation, red-dashed lines the WIN control simulation, and black solid lines the WIN2u50 reference simulation. Note the different scales in Figures 4a–4c. Gray solid lines in Figure 4b, rows 1–4 indicate the theoretical arrival time of the gravity wave ($t_g/2$) and intrusion ($t_i$), see section 4.
The numerical results (see below and Figure 4) suggest that the new water masses generated by density variations at the fjord’s mouth are advected by an intrusion propagating with a velocity given by equation (2). However, further studies are required to determine if and under which circumstances the above velocity is a good scaling for the advection of density anomalies by intermediary circulations in real fjords.

As the new water mass reaches and reflects from the glacier front, it modifies the ambient water stratification near the glacier. This modification is mainly due to the intrusion’s water properties, intermediate between those in the fjord, and secondarily to some inevitable mixing occurring as the intrusion propagates and reflects from the glacier front. Hence, the PW (AW) near the glacier becomes warmer (colder) than in the WIN control simulation (Figures 4a and 4b, row 2, blue-dashed lines). On the other hand, the velocity distributions close to the glacier are not significantly modified by the arrival of the intrusion (Figures 4a and 4b, rows 3 and 4, blue-dashed line). Figure 4a, row 3, shows several peaks in the velocity field near the glacier front corresponding approximately to the arrival time of the intrusion. However, these are limited in duration and do not affect the submarine melting (Figure 4a, row 1). Hence, the intermediary circulation has a “thermodynamical” effect a strong influence on the temperature but a small one on the velocities near the glacier.

5. Model Results: Sinusoidal Forcing

5.1. Winter (WIN2u50)

For the sake of the following discussion, we briefly describe the dynamics of a purely glacier-driven fjord circulation. A detailed description is provided in Sciascia et al. [2013]. In winter, submarine melting gives rise to a relatively fresh buoyant plume composed of a mixture of glacial waters and entrained ambient waters that rises vertically along the glacier front. Two distinct plumes are observed, one generated by the melting of the upper 150 m, within the PW layer, that reaches the free surface, and a second plume, generated by the melting in the AW layer, that intrudes horizontally at the interface between the two layers. Velocities within the plumes are mainly vertical, while horizontal velocities generated by the entrainment processes become dominant outside the plumes.

The interaction between the plume and the new water mass transported by the intermediary circulation (WIN2u50) generates a different near glacier dynamics compared to that in the absence of the intermediary circulation (WIN) (Figure 4, black solid lines and red-dashed lines, respectively). For an upward sinusoidal forcing at the mouth of the fjord (Figure 1c), the intermediary circulation advects a new water mass, of approximately intermediate temperature between $T_1$ and $T_2$ that warms part of the top 150 m of the water column at the glacier front (Figure 4a, row 2). The submarine melting in the PW layer is slightly higher than in the control simulation (WIN) (Figure 5a). On the other hand, the new water mass advected by the intermediary circulation leads to a lower temperature in the upper part of the AW layer compared to the control simulation (Figures 4b, row 2, and 5b) with a decrease in submarine melting ($smr$) in the AW layer (Figure 5a).

This result can be explained by the “melt-driven convection” regime [Jenkins, 2011], typical of the winter near-glacier dynamics. In this regime, the buoyant plume at the glacier front is composed of submarine melting and entrained ambient waters. The new water mass changes the ambient stratification near the glacier, which in turn alters the plume buoyancy forcing $B(z) \sim g'(z)Q(z)$, where $Q(z)$ is the depth-dependent plume volume flux, and consequently the plume vertical velocity $W_p(z) \sim B(z)^{1/3}$ [Turner, 1980]. The lower temperature below the PW/AW interface close to the glacier front reduces the plume buoyancy forcing and the plume vertical velocity (Figure 5d). The opposite happens above the interface where the temperature is higher than in the control simulation. Since the submarine melt rate parameterization depends on the plume temperature and velocity [Holland and Jenkins, 1999], lower (higher) plume temperature, and velocity below (above) the PW/AW interface produce a lower (higher) $smr$ (Figure 5).

At depth, where the effects on the stratification of the new water mass intrusion are smaller, the changes in submarine melting and plume properties are reduced (Figure 4c, rows 1–4, note the different scales in Figure 4).

Even though the difference between the averaged-temperature profiles with and without the intermediary circulation is small (Figure 5b, red and black lines), its strong temporal variability (Figure 4, row 2) is crucial for the plume velocity. In particular, the change in stratification near the glacier reduces the vertical extent of the plume in the AW layer, in the region where $W_p$ and $smr$ are maximum. On the other hand, the changes in the plume in the PW layer occur in a region where $W_p$ and $smr$ are minimum. Hence, we observe a small $smr$ increases in the PW layer and a large $smr$ decreases in the AW layer with a net decrease of $smr$.
averaged over the whole glacier depth. This nonlinear response of the plume dynamics to the change in stratification near the glacier front is the principal cause of the observed reduction in smr.

This nonlinear response is emphasized further in the downward sinusoidal simulations (WIN2d50). In this scenario, the new water mass generates an intrusion located mainly below the interface that reaches the glacier and further reduces the vertical extent of the plume in the AW layer and the velocity maximum at the glacier front (Figure 5d, gray solid line). This, in turn, influences the submarine melting distribution (Figure 5a, gray solid line). The averaged smr is 34 and 24 m yr$^{-1}$ for the WIN2u50 and the WIN2d50 simulations, respectively. These values are smaller than the value of the control simulation (WIN) smr = 70 m yr$^{-1}$.

Inside the fjord, 30 km away from the mouth, the raw horizontal velocity (Figure 6a) shows the density intrusion moving toward the glacier and the velocity field reconstructed from the first Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) shows a “pulses” pattern in response to the periodic forcing generating the intermediate circulation (Figure 6b). The first EOF captures 60% of the velocity variability. Furthermore, the Hovmöller diagram of the distance between the isotherm $T_2$ and $T_1$ shows that the new water mass, generated by the periodic density variations at the mouth of the fjord, travels inside the fjord and reaches the glacier front after $\approx 130$ h (white arrow Figure 6d), in good agreement with the predicted arrival time, $t_g = 138$ h, of the intrusion (see section 4). The arrival of the intrusion at the glacier front at $\approx 130$ h is also shown by the increased distance between the isotherm $T_2$ and $T_1$ at the glacier front (dashed line in Figure 6c).

5.2. Summer (SUM2u50)

In summer, the buoyant plume at the glacier front is forced both by subglacial discharge and submarine melting and a “convection-driven melting” regime [Motyka et al., 2003; Jenkins, 2011] describes the near-glacier dynamics. In this regime, subglacial discharge is the main buoyancy source of the plume with only a small contribution from submarine melting. The plume increases its temperature and flow rate by entrainment processes mostly below $< 400$ m depth, where the effects on the stratification of the intrusion of the new water mass are reduced. The summer dynamics of a purely glacier-driven fjord circulation (for $Q_{sg} = 4.35$ m$^3$ s$^{-1}$) is characterized by a vigorous plume of subglacial discharge, submarine melting, and entrained ambient waters that rises vertically at the glacier front and intrudes at the interface between the AW/PW layers [regime I, Sciascia et al., 2013]. A less vigorous plume rises in the PW layer and leaves the glacier front at the free surface.
The smr and plume properties in the AW layer are not significantly modified by the intermediary circulation and the arrival at the glacier front of the new water mass intruding inside the fjord (Figures 7b and 7c, rows 1–4). The time average of the submarine melting is approximately equal to the smr for the SUM simulation at the same depth (Figures 7b and 7c, row 1) because the subglacial discharge dominates the buoyancy flux of the plume and its dynamics. As discussed above, the intermediary circulation has a "thermodynamical" effect with the new water mass reaching the glacier without significantly altering the velocity distribution near the glacier front. For upward sinusoidal density variation, the new water mass near the glacier allows the plume in the AW layer to penetrate past the original location of the interface at −150 m. The vertical velocity, temperature, and consequently smr are therefore enhanced in the top 150 m (Figure 8). One should note that in the absence of intermediary circulation (Figure 8, red dashed line) the buoyant plume in the AW layer intrudes at the interface and the intrusion is ~100 m thick affecting the temperature, velocity, and smr at a depth of 100 m (Figures 8).

Contrary to the winter behavior (WIN2u50), the enhanced summer smr in the top 150 m is not counterbalanced by a reduced submarine melting in bottom 450 m (Figure 8a). Hence, the vertically averaged submarine melting is of the order of 782 m yr$^{-1}$ which is slightly higher than the submarine melting observed in the SUM control simulation (Table 1). For downward sinusoidal forcings (SUM2d50), the new water mass near the glacier front leads to a reduction of the vertical extent of the plume in the AW layer, as discussed in section 5.1. This causes a reduction of the plume vertical velocities in the AW layer, and consequently of the submarine melting (Figure 8, gray solid lines) equal to 716 m yr$^{-1}$.

Subglacial discharge is highly variable on seasonal to interannual timescales [Andersen et al., 2010; Mernild et al., 2010]. As the subglacial discharge varies throughout the summer season, the dynamics at the glacier front evolves into different regimes in which the buoyant plume either intrudes into the ambient waters at the AW/PW interface or at the free surface [see Sciascia et al., 2013, for a detailed description]. For all of the above dynamical regimes, we find a slightly higher smr for the upward sinusoidal density variation simulations compared to the equivalent control (SUM) simulation (not shown).

5.3. Influence of $\eta$ and $t_{IC}$ Variability

The effects of the forcing volume $V_g$ and the time scale of the density variations on submarine melting and fjord dynamics are investigated by changing in winter (WINup) and summer (SUMup) the parameter $\eta$, both for upward and downward sinusoidal forcing, as well as the forcing time ($t_{IC}$).
To estimate the influence of the intermediary circulation on the \( \text{smr} \), the effect of the difference in thickness of the AW/PW layers needs to be removed. Hence, we introduce the ratio of \( \text{smr} \) over \( \text{smr}_{g} = 2 \), the latter occurs in the absence of intermediary circulation when the depth of the AW layer is \( H_2 + \eta/2 \). In the presence of an intermediary circulation, the AW layer depth would be \( H_2 + \eta/2 \) in the extreme case in which the new water mass intrusion had properties equal to those in the AW layer and extended \( \eta/2 \) above the PW/AW interface (see section 4). In the absence of intermediary circulation, Sciascia et al. [2013] show, in both seasons, a linear dependence of \( \text{smr} \) on \( \eta \i.e., \text{smr}_{g}/2 = A(H_2 + \eta/2) + B \). The coefficients \( A \) and \( B \), different for summer and winter simulations, are obtained from the glacier-driven circulation simulations in Sciascia et al. [2013]. If the variations in submarine melting observed in the presence of an intermediary circulation are due only to the variations in layers thickness, we expect \( R = \text{smr}/\text{smr}_{g}/2 \) to be equal to one.

Figure 9a shows that in winter not only \( R \) is not equal to one but it decrease with \( \eta \). This can be explained as follows. The plume vertical velocity at the glacier front increases with height with a maximum at the AW/PW interface (Figure 5d). The intermediary circulation brings a new water mass to the glacier front. This in turn reduces the vertical extent of the plume in the AW layer, the plume maximum vertical velocity, and consequently the \( \text{smr} \) (see section 5.1). Taller intrusions generated by larger values of \( \eta \), with averaged properties intermediate between those of the PW and AW, bring a larger volume of the new water mass toward the glacier than shallower intrusions, hence decreasing \( R \) with increasing \( \eta \). In summer, on the other hand, the dynamics is strongly influence by subglacial discharge and we expect \( R \) to be closer to one. Figure 9b shows that the variations in \( \text{smr} \) are mainly due to the changes in layer thickness, i.e., \( R \sim 1 \). A small increase in \( R \) with \( \eta \) is due to the increased vertical extent of the plume in the AW layer, which induces a slightly higher plume vertical velocity and an increase in \( \text{smr} \) with \( \eta \) (Figures 8a and 8d). In neither season, there is a strong dependence of \( R \) on the forcing time (Figure 9).
6. Laboratory Experiments Results: Top-Hat Forcing

6.1. Intermediary Circulation

The laboratory experiment starts by placing the ice block on the left side of the tank (Figure 3). The ice block is introduced in the tank very slowly and the amount of mixing between the two layers is very small. The solid block positioned on the opposite side of the tank then moves down and up every $t_B$ generating a circulation in the tank. Figure 10a illustrates the evolution in time of the horizontal velocity, $U$, 30 cm away from the ice front in the upper layer (solid) and bottom layer (dashed) for $t_B = 24$ min (Experiment 2) after the solid block has moved toward the bottom of the tank. The lighter fluid in the top layer initially moves away from the ice front (positive velocities) while the denser fluid in the bottom layer moves toward the ice (negative velocities). After approximately 45 s (red arrows in Figure 10a), the velocity reverses sign due to the reflection of the flow on the sides of the tank, the top layer moves toward the ice, and the bottom layer away from it. After approximately another 45 s, the flow approaches a state of rest until the next movement of the solid block. Due to the smaller thickness of the top layer, the velocity in this layer is larger than in the bottom layer.

The temperature evolution near the ice block is illustrated in Figure 10c, while Figure 10b shows the temperature anomaly with respect to the temperature obtained before the experiment started. After the ice block is positioned in the tank, the “melt-driven convection” regime [Jenkins, 2011] develops. A thin boundary layer of cold meltwater entrains ambient waters and rises until it reaches either the interface between the two layers, if in the bottom layer, or the free surface, if in the top layer. This circulation, previously observed in numerical studies [Sciascia et al., 2013], is visible in Figure 10c where the temperature of the water below the interface (black solid line) and the free surface is cooling with time as the plume meltwater accumulates below the interface and the free surface. These results confirm that the meltwater mainly deposits within the interior of the water column and not entirely at the free surface. The intermediary circulation is visible in the temperature signal as an increase and decrease of the interface depth every $t_B$. A thin layer of cold water is also visible near the bottom of the tank. This is a dense gravity current generated by the water in the bottom layer not entrained in the meltwater plume but cooled by the presence of the ice block, as previously observed by Huppert and Josberger [1980].

6.2. Influence of $t_B$ on Submarine Melting

As expected, within the bottom 15 cm the submarine melting is maximum at ~5 cm above the bottom (Figure 11a). This occurs because the meltwater plume slowly fills the entire tank and, as time progresses, a
larger portion of the water column near the ice front is occupied by the cold meltwater instead of the warmer AW layer (Figure 10c). During the first 240 min, the location at 5 cm from the bottom (dashed black line in Figure 10c) is above the cold gravity current flowing along the bottom of the tank and below the plume meltwater accumulating below the interface, and it is approximately the location where the maximum temperature and submarine melting are observed (Figures 11a and 11b). Hence, the time averages have been performed over 240 min.

The submarine melting at 5 cm above the bottom does not vary substantially with the introduction of an intermediary circulation and it varies only slightly with $t_f$ (Figure 12). The horizontal velocity, $U$, 30 cm from the ice front induced by the solid block movement decreases to zero within approximately 90 s (Figure

Figure 9. $R = \frac{\text{smr}}{\eta}$ as a function of $\eta$ for (a) winter simulations and (b) summer simulations. Different symbols correspond to different forcing times $t_f$. 

Figure 10. Laboratory results: (a) time evolution of the horizontal velocity, $U$, in the upper layer at $z = 22.4$ cm (solid thick line), and bottom layer at $z = 4.8$ cm (dash thick line) for $t_f = 24$ min (Experiment 2), after the solid block has moved toward the bottom of the tank. The velocity in the upper (lower) layer in the reference experiment (Experiment 1) with no forcing is shown by the thin solid (dashed) line. Time evolution of (b) temperature anomaly, $T_A - T_0$, and (c) temperature $T_A$ near the ice block for the same experiment as in Figure 10a. (b) Colors indicate the temperature difference between the temperature obtained at a time $t$ and the temperature acquired before the experiment started. Black solid (dashed) line indicate the position of the interface (5 cm above the bottom), white line indicates the isotherm at $T_A = -1^\circ C$. White areas indicate missing data.
Hence, the experiments can be divided into those forced over times shorter than 100 s, i.e., $t_B < 1.0$, and those forced over longer times, i.e., $t_B > 1.0$, which will be referred to as "short time" and "long time," respectively.

Figure 12 suggests that the submarine melting for the long time experiments is slightly larger than that of the short time experiments and of the experiment with no forcing ($smr_{WIN}$), i.e., $s' = smr_{smr_{WIN}} > 1$, albeit the difference is only marginal and within the observed maximum and minimum submarine melting. This result is confirmed when considering the submarine melting $smr_5$ over the first 240 min (Figure 11c). The long-time experiments (solid black thick line) show a larger submarine melting than the short time experiments (dashed black thick line) at all times after the first 30 min (Figure 11c). In particular, the submarine melting for the long-time experiments increases over the first hour, after which it remains constant. On the other hand, the submarine melting is approximately constant for the short-time experiments. The ice temperature increases during the first hour of the experiment (section 3), hence a slight increase in submarine melting is expected over the first hour.

The different submarine melting observed for the short-time and long-time experiments could be explained by the possible different water temperature in contact with the ice block when the forcing time is short compared to the time it takes for the velocity signal to return to zero. However, the evolution over the first 240 min of the temperature at 2 cm from the ice block, $T_A$, at 5 cm above the bottom (Figure 11d) suggests that all the experiments present approximately the same temperature near the ice.

In summary, the dynamical justification for the different submarine melting between the long-time and short-time experiments remains inconclusive. It is worth noting again that the signal is very small compared to its variability, hence the observed difference could be explained by the intrinsic variability of the data. Furthermore, the numerical model results suggest that in winter, small differences in the temperature at the glacier front are responsible for substantial changes in submarine
melting. It is conceivable that the temperature measurements 2 cm away from the ice are not capturing the small differences responsible for the different submarine melting between the long-time and short-time experiments.

7. Model Results: Top-Hat Forcing

To investigate the role of a top-hat forcing similar to the one used in the laboratory experiments, we force the model with temperature and salinity values in the volume \( V_g \) at the mouth of the fjord that vary following the gray line in Figure 2. In the laboratory experiments, we consider the submarine melting at 5 cm from the bottom (see section 3). Hence, for the following analysis, we will only consider the submarine melting of the numerical simulations at the equivalent depth of 480 m.

Figure 12 shows the nondimensional submarine melting, \( s' = \frac{\text{smr}}{\text{smr}_{\text{WIN}}} \), as a function of \( t^*/t_C \) or \( t^*/t_B \) for the laboratory experiments (triangles) and for the numerical simulations with upward sinusoidal (squares) and top-hat (circles) forcings. The submarine melting for the laboratory experiments is computed at a depth of 5 cm above the bottom equivalent to a depth of 480 m for the numerical simulations. Multiple symbols for the same value of \( t^*_C \) or \( t^*_B \) indicate repeated experiments. The maximum and minimum values of the laboratory submarine melting represent the error bars of the estimates (see section 3, for a detailed description).

Figure 12 shows the nondimensional submarine melting, \( s' = \frac{\text{smr}}{\text{smr}_{\text{WIN}}} \), for the laboratory experiments and the numerical simulations with a top-hat and a sinusoidal forcing as a function of the nondimensional forcing time. Provided that the forcing applied at the mouth of the fjord is equivalent, i.e., top-hat forcing, the numerical simulations (Figure 12, circles) and laboratory experiments (Figure 12, black triangles) are in good agreement and show small changes in submarine melting with \( t^*_B \) and compared to the WIN submarine melting, i.e., \( s' \sim 1 \). On the other hand, the submarine melting for the numerical simulations, with a sinusoidal forcing is lower than in the winter control simulation (WIN) (Figure 12, squares). This result is also in agreement with one of the two laboratory experiments for which a continuous forcing, i.e., \( t_F = 0 \), has been applied (Figure 12, first triangle on the left).

It is worth noting that the ratio \( R = \frac{\text{smr}}{\text{smr}_{\text{WIN}}} \) (see section 5.3) for the top-hat simulations varies between 0.8 and 0.9. These values are higher than those observed for the sinusoidal simulations (Figure 9a). Hence, the top-hat simulations have not only a higher local submarine melting at 480 m, but also a higher averaged melting over the entire glacier front.

The nonlinear response of the plume dynamics to the change in stratification near the glacier front (see section 5.1), occurs to a lesser extent also in the top-hat simulations, but only with a slight reduction in submarine melting compared to the WIN simulation (Figure 13). In particular, in the top-hat simulations, the new water mass at the fjord’s mouth has properties closer to those of the AW layer and, as expected, the time-averaged profiles near the glacier (Figure 13, gray solid and dashed lines) are closer to those of the WIN simulation (Figure 13, red dashed line) than when a sinusoidal forcing is applied (Figure 13, solid black line). The profiles near the glacier deviates from the WIN experiments above approximately 350 m suggesting that the influence of the new water mass in the top-hat simulations does not influence the near-glacier dynamics at depth. The difference in submarine melting at \( z = 480 \) m and the ratio \( R \) observed when using two different forcing profiles (Figure 2) can be explained in light of the different averaged properties of the new water mass. With a sinusoidal forcing, the averaged water properties, e.g., temperature, are intermediate between those of the PW and AW, while with a top-hat forcing the averaged properties are closer to that of the AW. Hence, the temperature of the intrusion for a sinusoidal forcing is lower than for the top-hat forcing, inducing a lower submarine melting (Figure 14). When the boundary condition at the mouth of the fjord is sinusoidal (Figure 15, left), the new water mass that reaches the glacier front can penetrate deeper into the water column compared to the simulations with a top-hat forcing (Figure 15, right).
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Figure 13. Top-hat simulations. Time-averaged vertical profiles at the glacier front: (a) submarine melting, (b) temperature, (c) horizontal, and (d) vertical velocity as a function of depth. Black lines represent the winter sinusoidal simulation WIN2u10, red-dashed lines the WIN control simulation, gray-dashed line the top-hat simulation with $t_{IC} = 0.7$, and gray solid line the top-hat simulation with $t_{IC} = 9$. Note that the boundary conditions impose a zero horizontal velocity at the glacier front, hence $U_L$ is the horizontal velocity within the buoyant plume, $U_P$.
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Figure 14. $R = \frac{\text{smr}}{\text{sm}}$ as a function of temperature of the intrusion $T_g$ for numerical sinusoidal simulations (squares) with $\eta = 10$ m, and numerical top-hat simulations (circles). Different squares correspond to different forcing times $t_{IC}$. 
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conditions for the sinusoidal forcing, and only the duration (i.e., \( t_B \)) in winter condition for the top-hat forcing. The results compared to those obtained with a purely glacier-driven circulation.

The numerical results using a sinusoidal forcing indicate that the intermediary circulation has a “thermodynamical” effect on the dynamics, bringing, in both seasons, a new water mass near the glacier front, but with only a small effect on the velocity field near the glacier. In winter, when the near glacier dynamics is characterized by a “melt-driven convection” regime [Jenkins, 2011], the new water mass intrudes into the fjord and changes the ambient stratification near the glacier front. This in turn reduces the plume buoyancy forcing in the AW layer and results in a reduced submarine melting compared to a purely glacier-driven circulation.

In summer, on the other hand, the presence of subglacial discharge entering the fjord at depth dominates the near glacier dynamics, resulting in a “convection-driven melting” regime [Motyka et al., 2003; Jenkins, 2011]. In this season, the intrusion of the new water mass near the glacier front slightly enhances the submarine melting by increasing the depth of penetration of the plume compared to a purely glacier-driven fjord circulation. On the other hand, for downward sinusoidal forcing, the depth of penetration of the plume is reduced, resulting in a slightly reduced \( \text{smr} \). Given the complexity of the laboratory apparatus, we chose not to perform the laboratory experiments in the summer regime with an intermediary circulation.

It is worth noting that although the variations in submarine melting induced by the intermediary circulation generated by a sinusoidal density variation at the mouth of the fjord (Figures 4 and 7) are small compared to those obtained in presence/absence of subglacial discharge, their contribution cannot be neglected when estimating the oceanic contribution to the glacier’s submarine melting. The submarine melting is one order of magnitude larger in summer (738 m yr\(^{-1}\)) than in winter (70 m yr\(^{-1}\)), and this difference is largely due to the presence of subglacial discharge [Sciascia et al., 2013]. However, the averaged (over all \( \eta \) and \( t_C \)) changes in submarine melting induced by the intermediary circulation with sinusoidal forcing are of the order of \( \sim 30 \) m yr\(^{-1}\) in winter, and \( \sim 70 \) m yr\(^{-1}\) in summer. These values are comparable to those obtained by raising the temperature of the AW by \( 1 \)°C from 4 to 5°C resulting in a \( \sim 20 \) m yr\(^{-1}\) increase in \( \text{smr} \) in winter and 100 m yr\(^{-1}\) in summer.

The numerical results using a top-hat forcing are in good agreement with the results from the laboratory experiments using similar top-hat forcing, \( \eta' \), and \( t_C' \). Both numerical and laboratory submarine melting
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**Figure 15.** Plume temperature at different depths (100 m, 200 m, 300 m, 480 m) for a numerical simulation with a sinusoidal forcing (left) \( (\eta'/H_s=0.02, t_C'=0.35) \) and with a top-hat forcing (right) \( (\eta'/H_s=0.02, t_C'=0.71) \).
measured at $z^* = 0.25$ from the bottom are similar to the submarine melting observed without an intermediary circulation. However, when the forcing applied at the mouth of the fjord is sinusoidal, the submarine melting decreases compared to the submarine melting of the winter control simulation (WIN) (Figure 12). This difference can be explained in light of the greater depths reached by the new water mass when a sinusoidal forcing is applied (Figure 15). Furthermore, the sinusoidal forcing generates a new water mass at the mouth with temperature intermediate between those of the PW and AW layers that causes a significant reduction in submarine melting, while with the top-hat forcing the new water mass has a temperature close to that of the bottom AW layer, and only a slight reduction in submarine melting is observed.

Using observations from Sermilik Fjord, Jackson et al. [2014] have shown a strong influence of the intermediary circulation on fjord dynamics, water distribution inside the fjord, and the transport of shelf properties to the upper fjord. The intermediary circulation in our study is forced by density variations at the mouth of the fjord and not by a displacement of the halocline driven by an upwelling/downwelling wind event, as observed in Sermilik Fjord [Jackson et al., 2014]. However, our results are in agreement with the findings in Jackson et al. [2014], and suggest that advection of shelf anomalies may occur via an intrusion with a velocity $U_z$ that is an order of magnitude larger than the slow glacier-driven circulation in winter and more than twice as fast as the glacier-driven circulation in summer.

It is worth noting that in our simulations the properties of the new water mass at the fjord’s mouth range twice as fast as the glacier-driven circulation in summer. The characteristics of the new water mass advected by the intermediary circulation to the upper fjord at a much faster rate than a purely glacier-driven circulation [Stigebrandt, 1990; Arneborg, 2004; Jackson et al., 2014] can influence the submarine melting in a different way than observed in this study. This scenario is not considered here. Despite the simplified nature of the numerical and laboratory setups, their comparison has proven to be useful to assess the relevant dynamics controlling the submarine melting and fjord circulation. However, potentially important dynamical features might have been neglected by assuming that the leading order dynamics is two-dimensional. Hence, the study of submarine melting and fjord circulation influenced by oceanic variability in a three-dimensional model with realistic bathymetry of Sermilik Fjord is the subject of ongoing research.
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